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ABSTRACT

Current Landsat 7 processing is based on a single-string, multifunction approach. A follow-on system
has been designed that repartitions functions across multiple hardware platforms to provide increased
flexibility and support for additional missions. Downlink bit stream acquisition has been moved to lower
cost systems functioning as “capture appliances” with high-speed network interconnections to Level 0
processing on generic compute servers. This decouples serial data stream acquisition from the
processing system to allow the addition or replacement of compute servers, without the reintegration of
specialized high-speed capture hardware. Moreover, it also allows the easy integration of new systems
and missions without extensive system redesign or additional software.
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LANDSAT 7 MISSION OVERVIEW

With the launch of Landsat 7 (L7) in April 1999, the world’s longest continuous remote sensing system
entered a new era. The Remote Sensing Act of 1994 brought Landsat responsibility back to the Federal
Government, and NASA and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have jointly developed the L7 space
and ground system (figure 1). The primary payload is the Enhanced Thematic Mapper + (ETM+) sensor,
which provides a higher resolution extension to the data collected by the Thematic Mapper (TM) sensors
flown on the Landsat 4 and 5 satellites. Additional downlink flexibility is provided by a solid-state
recorder (SSR), two additional X-band downlink frequencies, and a trio of independently pointable X-
band antennas. X-band data rates have been increased to 150 MBPS (per downlink channel/frequency)
to support the larger volume of data collected by the ETM+ sensor. The modulation format has also been
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changed to Asynchronous Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (AQPSK), with 75 MBPS each in the inphase
and quadrature data streams. The spacecraft is capable of 450 MBPS with all three downlink channels
and antennas operating.

Figure 1: Landsat 7 Space and Ground Segment

The ETM+ acquires data both in realtime and in store-and-forward modes using the SSR. The USGS
acquires approximately 250 scenes every day, with both realtime and recorded data downlinked to the
NASA/USGS ground network. Additionally, realtime-only downlinks are provided to a series of
International Cooperator (IC) ground stations that receive and process data within their respective
acquisition footprints.

Table 1: Landsat 7 ETM+ and Landsats 4/5 TM Characteristics
Wavelength, µm Resolution, m

Band L7 ETM+ L4/5 TM L7 ETM+ L4/5 TM
1 .45-.52 .45-.52 30 30
2 .53-.61 .52-.60 30 30
3 .63-.69 .63-.69 30 30
4 .78-.90 .76-.90 30 30
5 1.55-1.75 1.55-1.75 30 30
6 10.40-12.50 10.40-12.50 60 120
7 2.09-2.35 2.08-2.35 30 30

8 Panchromatic .52-.90 N/A 15 N/A



THE LANDSAT 7 RECEIVING AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The NASA/USGS L7 ground segment consists of high-latitude stations at the Poker Flat Range near
Fairbanks, Alaska (figure 2), and in Svalbard, Norway (figure 3), with a continental U.S. (CONUS)
station at the EROS Data Center (EDC) in Sioux Falls, South Dakota (figure 4). The high-latitude
stations are part of the NASA EOS Polar Ground Station Network (EPGN) with both S-band command
and telemetry links, and wideband X-band data reception. The EPGN stations record wideband data on
Ampex tape but do not process data. The recorded tapes are shipped to the EDC for processing. Both
EPGN stations are configured nearly identically.

Figure 2. Landsat 7 EPGN Station at Poker Flat Range, Alaska

The CONUS station at the EDC receives and processes wideband X-band data, in addition to providing
S-band command and telemetry links. The Landsat Ground Station (LGS) subsystem contains the
microwave and RF processing equipment, and the Landsat Processing System (LPS) contains the
wideband data processing computers. A block diagram of the LGS is shown in figure 5, and one of the
LPS appears in figure 6.



Figure 3. Landsat 7 EPGN Station at Svalbard, Norway

The LPS resides on four operational and one spare SGI Challenge XL computers, with specialized high-
speed serial interface VME cards. The LPS streams input serial data to Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive
Disks (RAID) during downlinks and when ingesting EPGN data from Ampex tape playback. The
processed data are stored on transfer RAIDs to buffer data for archiving. In addition to the primary LPS
subsystem, a secondary L0 processing system (LPS II) runs in parallel, being driven from copies of raw
data archived off the primary LPS capture RAIDs.

Processed data are sent to the primary archive in the EOS Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) at
the EDC and to a secondary backup archive called the Landsat Archive Management System (LAMS).
Data in the DAAC archive are stored on robotic mass-storage systems, while the LAMS uses D-3 tapes
stored singly on shelves in the computer room.



Figure 4. Landsat 7 CONUS Station at the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Figure 5. LGS Block Diagram
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Figure 6. LPS Block Diagram

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The L7 ground segment is required to ingest, process, and archive 250 scenes per day. In general, data
must be processed within a 24-hour period (staffed 19 hours per day). Processed data are archived in the
DAAC at the EDC in L0Ra format as swaths (image data from orbital paths, or passes), and are subset
into scenes when a user order is processed. The interface between the LPS and the DAAC is predefined,
and any enhancements to the Landsat processing system need to maintain the current interface protocols.
A new requirement has been recently levied to save the raw data from the capture RAIDs in a deep
archive after successful L0 processing by LPS.

In addition to normal processing associated with NASA and USGS scientific requirements, an additional
capacity is being developed for data exchange with IC stations for data validation, for acquisition of data
for key Government programs, and to mitigate outages in the space or ground segment. A key provision
of the new requirement is the ability to generate and ingest raw data in serial downlink (i.e. – Ampex
tapes) or computer-compatible (i.e. - raw data capture files archived off LPS capture RAIDs) format as
an exchange format.

A NEW GROUND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A newly developed ground system architecture meets both current and anticipated requirements and has
led to increased flexibility and reliability. Conceptually, the new architecture repartitions system
functions into modular hardware and software elements connected by a high-speed network fabric. The
primary architectural changes are to the LPS and LAMS subsystems. The high-speed serial interface and
the capture subsystem are separated from the processing system. The LAMS archive and transfer RAID
are combined in a network storage system that both buffers and archives data. The LGS changes are
limited to accommodations for new capture hardware. A block diagram of the new architecture is shown
in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows an implementation using the existing FDDI network as the
interconnection fabric, and figure 8 shows a switched-Ethernet interconnection fabric.
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Figure 7. New Architecture Using FDDI Interconnectivity

Figure 8. New Architecture Using Switched-Ethernet

Listed below are the main objectives of the new architecture:

• Decouple L0 processing hardware and software from high-speed capture hardware and software;
• Provide a flexible environment for upgrades and/or enhancements (both hardware and software);
• Provide a means to test hardware and software upgrades in an operational environment without

affecting operational processing;
• Provide a common interface to ECS that is independent of LPS hardware and configuration;
• Automate raw data archival and distribution functions;
• Support ingest of raw data from EPGN and other stations in either raw serial downlink,

computer-compatible tape, or network file transfer formats;
• Provide a framework for future multimission operations; and
• Implement network partitioning and firewall functions to ensure network security.
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One of the primary advantages of this architecture is the separation of the specialized high-speed serial
interface hardware from the processing system. This allows the use of relatively inexpensive “capture
appliances” that are decoupled from changes to the processing system software and operating system. A
major issue associated with specialized high-speed serial interface hardware is the drivers that link the
hardware with the operating system and applications software. Changes in the operating system and;
potentially in application software may necessitate modifications to the driver, which may be a major
factor in an upgrade. It is also possible to operate multiple capture and processing systems based on
different platforms as old equipment is gradually replaced.

Another major issue is platform changes in newer generations of computer hardware. The LPS resides
on an SGI Challenge XL, which uses VME cards for input and output expansion, whereas the
replacement, next-generation Origin series, uses a PCI backplane. Thus, upgrading the current host
platform requires either the use of VME to PCI bridge hardware or the integration of new, high-speed
serial interface hardware.

Use of the switched-Ethernet interconnection provides significant advantages in the ability to reroute
operations around a failed DCS or LPS. It will be possible to have an offline LPS or DCS remain
connected to the network for integration or testing without affecting operations, by deactivating the
routing to the offline equipment. Additional processing capability can be added easily to support a larger
data volume by adding new routes from a DCS to a new LPS string. The switched architecture also
provides a full bandwidth connection between a DCS and an LPS processor, as opposed to the shared
bandwidth available in a FDDI ring architecture.

THE NEW LANDSAT 7 RECEIVING AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The reengineered L7 processing system is shown in figure 9. The current LPS has been broken into
separate subsystems, the Data Capture System (DCS) and the Landsat Processing System III (LPS III),
and a new archive server subsystem has been added that archives and distributes both raw and L0-
processed data and provides the interfaces to ECS for the L0-processed data.

Data enter the system through a DCS. A block diagram of the DCS is shown in figure 10. The baseline
platform is an SGI Origin200 configured with a Myriad SER-1680 high-speed serial interface card in
one PCI slot, one SCSI interface, and a FDDI card in the other two PCI slots. One SCSI interface is
connected to a capture RAID, and the other is connected to a digital linear tape (DLT) drive for backups.
The DCS connects to the switched-Ethernet fabric using the internal 100BaseT Ethernet port.



Figure 9. Re-Engineered LPS System

Figure 10. DCS Block Diagram

Operators control the DCS using a graphical user interface (GUI) running in an X-window on a console
in the operations room. Captures of a realtime downlink can be initiated manually or by using a stored
schedule. Operators can transfer the data to the archive server or an LPS III string for processing once
the capture has been completed. After the data have been transferred for archiving and processing, a disk
clean-up function is used to make space for subsequent captures.

Plans call for two complete DCS subsystems that have both high-speed capture and ingest capabilities,
with a third “virtual DCS” that has ingest capabilities only. The third DCS will be used to ingest
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computer-compatible tapes from the EPGNs or other international stations and to restore archived raw
data from the archive server for reprocessing.

The archive server is based on an STK robotic mass-storage system using D-3 tape technology. A block
diagram of the archive server and associated subsystems is shown in figure 11. The archive server acts
as an archive for both raw and L0 processed data. The archive server also has interfaces to the LAMS
for the distribution of L0 data, and it replaces the current LAMS archive system that is based on stand-
alone D-3 tape drives.

Figure 11. LAMS Block Diagram

Raw data from the DCS are received for archiving and acknowledged by the archive server. This
“handshaking” allows the DCS to begin its disk clean-up cycle. A GUI allows the operators to monitor
the archiving of raw data and to request the staging of raw data for processing. Another function of the
archive server is writing raw data interchange files to DLT or other media.

Processed L0 data are received from LPS III and placed in a disk buffer. Data transfers to ECS are
staged from this buffer, and the archive server can emulate the current interface between LPS (I) and
ECS. The data in the disk buffer are eventually migrated to the tape robot as new data are received. The
buffering function of the archive server insulates L7 L0 processing from problems associated with ECS,
which could cause backups in the current processing system. Operations are also controlled by a GUI,
allowing management of the archive and the ability to restage data for transfer to ECS if required.

The LPS III resides on an SGI Origin2000 compute server. The LPS III functions have been limited to
the back-end L0 processing functions currently performed by the original LPS system. The current LPS
operations environment and GUIs will be used to operate LPS III, as most of the L0 processing
functions are unchanged in the new architecture. Data are received from a DCS for processing, and
processed L0 data are transferred to the archive server.



EXTENSIONS TO FUTURE MISSIONS

Extensions to future missions are easily supported by the new architecture. Two examples of extensions
to future missions are shown in figures 12 and 13. In the example in figure 12, a new mission uses the
current LGS front-end with new bit synchronizers and the existing DCS. A new back-end processing
computer subsystem is developed and connected by means of a new set of ports into the switched-
Ethernet interconnection fabric. Operationally, when data from the satellite are being acquired, a new
routing is set up to connect the DCS to the new back-end processing subsystem. Raw data can be stored
on the common storage robot in the archive server, or a new archive subsystem can be used.

Figure 12. New Mission Support Using Current RF String and New Back-End Processor

In the other example, shown in figure 13, new downlink processing and high-speed capture subsystems
are added, but processing and archival functions are supported by the current L7 processing subsystems.
The generic nature of the L0 back-end processing subsystem hardware means that a new application can
be developed that uses that existing hardware.

Plans are under way for the development of a system to receive, process, and acquire MODerate-
resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) direct-broadcast data from the EOS Terra satellite (formerly
known as the EOS AM-1 platform). This system will use the approach in figure 13, with NASA-
developed (public domain) software for L0 processing.
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Figure 13. MODIS New Mission Support Using New RF String and Processor

CONCLUSIONS

The new architecture provides significant flexibility with a modular approach that decouples specialized
high-speed capture hardware from the standard computer-processing hardware. This allows flexibility in
upgrading processing systems without having to reintegrate specialized high-speed capture hardware
(and drivers) in a new hardware and operating system environment. In addition to addressing the
obsolescence of the current L0 processing hardware, the new architecture adds increased functionality to
archive and distribute raw data, and to support the ingest of EPGN and other station data in multiple
formats. The switched nature of the system also makes it easy to add new hardware either to enhance L7
processing capabilities or to support new requirements in a multimission environment.
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